
To the Next Horizon
   An interview with European squatters turned sailors Klara and Luis from S/V Florina.

At the moment of this writing we have just arrived in St Martin from French Guadeloupe. It is the first week of January, 
2013, and our current plan is to keep sailing north to Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. Hopefully during this year 
we’ve gathered enough money for our journey towards Panama where we’ll traverse the canal to the Pacific Ocean. We ar-
rived in the Caribbean from Spain on our sailing boat, Florina, last year and have been sailing this area since then.

Where are you from?
Klara is from Vänersborg, close to Gothenburg in the north of Europe, and Luis from Madrid. Before starting our sailing 
odyssey we both lived in several places but with Barcelona as our home-base for some years now.

How did you get into sailing?
L: I like to travel around as much as I can, and to do that I used to work as a dive instructor. Around four years ago, I was 
working on Union Island in St Vincent and the Grenadines. We were working a lot with the cruisers and charters boats and I 
thought it could be a very good way to move around. That’s how the idea of getting into sailing got into my head.
Some months later I was in San Diego visiting friends and trying to buy a van to go to work in Cabo San Lucas so I could 
travel around Mexico and the US. I found a guy on craigslist who was looking for people to sail with, so to see what it was 
like I went sailing for a few days with him and some other guys around the San Diego bay. To tell the truth at first I thought 
it was kind of slow and boring, but I thought it could work to move around so I searched for used boats on the internet and 
found a few cheap ones that looked ok to me. I didn’t know anything about boats and I didn’t know anyone who could help 
me, so I let it pass. After that the idea of getting a sail boat was growing in my mind. Two years later I met Metello1 who was 
fixing a small boat in a warehouse in Barcelona. I helped him a little bit and when he got his boat into the water we went 
south of the Mediterranean for few days; I couldn’t go longer because I was working in the north of Catalonia at that time. I 
got a little more active trying to get a sail boat that fit my little budget. Some months later I found Florina and it wasn´t until 
then when I really started to get into sailing.

K: I didn’t know anything about sailing before getting to know Florina. Actually, I think the first time in my life I was on a 
sailing boat was the first time I went onboard Florina. I have always had a big love for the ocean and liked boats but never got 
beyond that step. Now after 4000nm I keep getting almost as seasick as the first day. But I have learned more about the wind, 
sails, and weather, although we still have plenty to learn.

The squatting movement/scene in Europe is well-known; does this translate to boats at all? I’ve heard of 
squatted sections of harbors in the Netherlands for instance. Have squatters moved onto the waters?

I do not really know. I heard something about a small place in the north of the Mediterranean, around the north Spanish 
coast or south of France, I think, and I do not know about the Netherlands or any other countries.
The squatting movement is getting weaker in most parts of Europe. The governments are launching new laws for fast evic-
tions that make it not so easy anymore. People who want to keep living in squats have to search for different ways of doing 
it like Wagenplatz2 etc. So maybe in the Netherlands and other countries in Europe there are rivers or lagoons to do it with 
boats. In Amsterdam some people make houses from old boats to live on the sides of the river, so maybe some of them are 
squatted. But I’m quite sure they’re only for living, not sailing.
There are abandon boats that could be rebuilt to sail or just to live on, but a lot of time it is not even worth all the work and 

1- of alliancesail.org
2- Squatted lots where residents bring in wagons and other structures to live in communally. They often function not only as living spaces, but also 
social centers and venues.



money you’re going to put into project. Another side of it is to find protected harbors to squat and move the boats there. I 
think it is not too easy.
So apart of some exception I do not think the squatters movement moved onto water.
But, a bunch of people who are into political and environmental issues are sailing around now. I think some years ago there 
was a fleet that went to Israel to protest for Palestinian rights, for example.3

I personally know some people in the movement who are now fixing their boats for sailing and living on them in the near 
future. So some political people and squatters are getting onto the water, maybe more like individual persons or small groups 
of friends with a dream of a lifestyle than part of a political scene. But maybe it could change in the future.

You’re an anarchist, how does this align with your life at sea? Are there ways you feel politically engaged 
while living on boats?

For us at this moment our project is more personal than political. We want to go and live in the pacific islands and try to find 
work related to marine life. To sail and live on a sailboat is just the way we want to do it.
On one side the wind is free and environmentally friendly; it’s a way to live with minimum resources of water, energy, etc. 
You can find a small, widespread, low-budget and helpful community all around,with which most of the time it’s better not 
to get into politics.
On the other side of the boating scene is a big commercial and touristic business for upper-middle class and rich people with 
government regulations and fees to be paid. That we are against.
Where there is a nice protected anchorage you will find big hotels or marinas. They’re often the very touristic areas full of 
sail boats, charters companies, cruise ships, etc.
Places like the Caribbean where the economy is based on tourism to increase incomes they collect fees. When they protect 
an area, normally it is only because they can get money. Asking for marine park fees, putting in moorings, tourist guides, etc. 
You can see a big sign like “protect the environment” at the front of a cruise ship terminal.
Also, think about the environmental damage of the thousands of pleasure sailboats and power boats around the world. Most 
of them are made of very toxic fiberglass, antifouling paints, cleaners, engines, gas, oil, etc. The list can go on and on. In my 
opinion it is a dirty business in many ways, and even if we do not want to be part of it, we are in it in one way or another.
So for us, a lot of things are big contradictions. We still have many things to improve.

In the US the waterways are becoming increasingly more regulated with restrictions on anchorages and 
conduct/setup on your boat. What is it like in Europe? Are there many free protected anchorages?

Each country in Europe has different ways and regulations, and I can only talk about Spain, which is so regulated for sailing 
that you will think the US is paradise.
It’s so regulated that I decided to get a Dutch flag and leave as fast as I could.
But it is only for local people, foreigners can go with the rules of their own country. In Europe I think the English sailors are 
the luckiest ones in terms of regulations.
So we did not sail around Europe at all and not too much around Spain.
Apart from legal issues, Europe is under the influence of the north Atlantic low pressures, they move from west to east in a 
counter clockwise direction. In some conditions you can get hurricane force winds, big waves, and very cold weather, as well 
as local depressions with strong winds from the influence of mountain chains close to shore, like the Pirines on the Mediter-
ranean side, etc.
This left us with few places to anchor for a whole season and mostly just day anchorages, or places where you can stay for 
some days if you can check the forecast. For long term anchorages the ones I know are in the Canary Islands where you can 
anchor on some leeward sides, like Las Palmas harbor although it’s exposed to south winds. The Guadalquivir river in the 
south of the mainland Puerto Colon, on Mallorca island, you can be under anchor for a whole year or get an inexpensive 
mooring buoy. But in winter when the south winds come you should have a very heavy anchor or two with a good long chain 

3- Activists have attempted to disrupt the Israeli blockade on Palestine with sailing vessels several times since the 2007 Hamas blockade on the Gaza 

strip. Most recent to this writing, Finnish vessel Estelle, carrying humanitarian goods and 30 activists, was attacked in October 2012.  



and crossed fingers. In the south of Spain the entrance of the La Marina of La Linea town is also very protected, and for sure 
there are more places I do not know about.
And maybe another thing to consider is if the anchorages are where you actually want to be.

How does it work traveling the seas when the boarders of the countries are so close? Are there customs 
for all countries, or once you’re cleared into the EU you’re clear for all EU countries? How else do the bor-
ders affect things?

Well, political borders clearly separate the richer countries from the poorer ones. If you have money to spend you are wel-
come everywhere and most sailors have money, so…
We sailed from Spain to the Caribbean, we didn’t want spend much time in Spain because if the coast guards stopped us and 
asked for the papers of the boat we could get big problems. So I do not really know how customs works in EU for US sailors 
or other nationalities outside of Europen. I think you will get 6 months from immigration for all Europe but maybe you have 
to go to custom in each country, I’m not sure.
We know a little bit more about the Caribbean. We have been around here more than 6 months already and it is only paper 
work and a monthly fee to pay. Not a big deal, and not too expensive fees.
When you arrive to a new country you check in and when you’re leaving you check out the day before. If you want to work 
legally it is paper work and money but it is easy if you compare it to USA for example. And I think some under-the-table jobs 
are possible to get too.
You have to navigate under the regulations of each country but your boat is under the regulation of your flag. This means you 
do not need to deal with issues like the insurance or safety equipment you have to have in your boat, sailing license, etc. It’s 
like that everywhere I think.

In the US a majority of sailors and cruisers are well-off retired folks on vacation, what’s the scene in Eu-
rope like?

Again I do not really know. When I bought the boat it was at anchor in the small bay of Porto Colom, Mallorca. It is a place 
with a small marina, yacht club, and mooring buoys. I did not know by then but I think it was the best place for me to be.
It was autumn, so not the tourist season. Most of the boats are left alone in the boat yard or marinas until next spring. So the 
only sailors there were the few people on low budgets, handy and helpful people. A few of the exceptions in Spain.
I was in a kind bubble for some months with these people, talking about sailing and fixing Florina. In the summer time I was 
kicked out of the bay by the marina officials, they needed space for the rich sail boats. I left and sailed to Las Palmas. We were 
anchored most of the time in the passage along the south of Spain, so we just saw a little of the scene that looked like mostly 
upper middle class, families, or rich people. All of them using their boat only for summer time, going up and down the Span-
ish coast or for the regattas, weekend sailing trips, fishing...
Just a few people were cruisers living on boats, and most of them were from other parts of Europe or the rest of the world. 
Some of them were retired folks who normally live in the cheapest marinas around the south of Spain. In Las Palmas it’s 
different because it’s full with sailors who are about to cross the Atlantic, creating a different atmosphere. About the rest of 
Europe I do not have a clue.
In the Caribbean, most people you can see apart from the charters companies are couples in their 50s, more or less well-off 
retired people mostly from US, France, and Canada.
You’ve got a magazine around here, the Caribbean Compass, that you can check out online where you can see very clearly 
that it is mostly this way.

Now you’re in the Lesser Antilles. Tell us about your experience and the preparation you did to cross the 
Atlantic.

We sailed from the Mediterranean to Las Palmas on the Canary Islands, and then from there to Barbados and the rest of the 



Windward Islands. And now we are in the Leeward Islands on our way to the Greater Antilles. We want to go to the hump-
back whale sanctuary around the Samana peninsula in the Dominican Republic or Silver bank, after that we are not too sure 
what will be the plan.
About the Atlantic crossing, well we did not have much preparation or knowledge before. We just learned the basics by sail-
ing Florina, reading, and talking to people on our way from Mallorca to Las Palmas.
The Atlantic crossing is out of the storms of the north Atlantic that affect all of the EU, so we thought it wouldn’t be so dif-
ficult.
It looked like it could be a slow or fast crossing depending on the time of year, the kind of boat, the crew, luck, and knowl-
edge. But as long as you are out of hurricane season it will be ok, hopefully. We did it around May 2012, so the wind was not 
too strong and the calms were the major problem.
L: In my opinion for a boat with a small lazy crew, the important thing is to have a nice wind pilot or automatic steering sys-
tem and lots of food and water. We had like 300 liters and we used the ocean water for most of the cleaning. We knew we had 
to take it easy because we were going to spend lots of days in the open sea, looking at the stars at night and the waves during 
the day.
We did not see any other boats so the solitude was plenty. We slept, listened to music, read, watched movies, got seasick, 
cooked, etc. It was tiring in many ways but we liked it. Some people easily get into a routine, but we couldn’t do it very well.
We were a little bit in touch with the outside world. A friend of ours did a web page about the passage so our friends that 
thought we would drown knew that we were still afloat. We had an satphone4 in the boat, so we sent a SMS every 3 or 4 days 
with our position and some information. That way our friend would update the web page and our friends and families could 
see where we were. They could also send us SMS for free through internet with weather information to cheer us up.
We used a small hand-held GPS for the position and we got a North Atlantic chart.
Most of the time we used only the genoa and the wind pilot was steering the boat like a drunken driver, but we did not care 
very much.

K: I think the journey from Gibraltar to the Canary Islands was a training and learning trip before the real Atlantic cross-
ing for us. It took us more or less 10 days and the Atlantic crossing more or less a month. But after all I think our trip from 
Gibraltar was more difficult than the longer crossing. We had some strong winds and waves and constant problems with the 
wind pilot. I agree that one of the most important parts if you’re doing a longer ocean crossing on a small boat being just 
two persons onboard is that the wind pilot works well. Not like ours. It quickly gets too physically demanding being behind 
the steering wheel 24hrs a day. The night gets cold and dark, during the day the sun is too hot. After a while on a longer trip, 
when you never get to sleep more than two or three hours in a row, you quickly get into a zombie mode where your body 
gets back to its most basic features. You are always conscious about the sound of the sails, the movement of the boat. You 
quickly start to categorize normal sounds and movement from worrying ones. Your whole world gets reduced to the wellbe-
ing of the boat and to arrive to wherever you are heading.

Tell us about where and how you got your boat.

L: Like I said before I bought it in Mallorca, at that time I was living in Barcelona. All my friends knew that I wanted to get a 
boat and to get to know sailors, oceanic sailors if possible. A friend told me that he met a guy named Alfred who had sailed 
around the Pacific who now lived in Mallorca. So I got his number and called him to find out how it was to sail around there 
and to listen to what he could tell me. We ended up talking for an hour on the phone and it turns out that a friend of his had 
a good sailboat for sale, but to see it I had to go to Mallorca.
I was living in Mallorca many years ago and it was a perfect excuse for me to visit old friends, meet Alfred, and to see the 
boat.
He was living on his own sailboat in Porto Colom. We talked for a long time and he told me where I could check out more 
sailboats around the island before showing me his friend’s boat.
When I got into Florina I really liked her, although I didn’t know anything about sailing boats. But I trusted Alfred. Florina 
was almost ready for sailing with not too many major fixes to do and I knew that in Europe it would be very difficult to find 
another boat like that for that price. So after some bargaining I bought the boat, left Barcelona, and moved onto Florina in 
4- Satellite phone, enabling global communication.



Porto Colom.

How has it been supporting yourself while living at sea? You’re working as a dive instructor currently,
is this your main line of work while sailing? Do you feel you have lots of financial needs while aboard?

L: Until now we are very lucky on that point. We are both very low consumers and I was working for a few months in the 
summer, but I´m not right now.
It looks like in the near future diving will be our main way to get money to keep going, but maybe not, we could work as 
crew or other things. We are not very much into working, for us it’s good to get just enough money to keep going and to 
solve situations. For example, if we want to go to the Pacific we have to go down to Cape Horn, which is very far and diffi-
cult for us and our boat the way it is now, or cross the Panama canal which costs around 2000US plus the money you’re going 
to need to survive in the Pacific until you get a job. 
So it goes directly to your next question. I think the financial needs depends on what you want to do and how.
In our case I’ve got to say that I never worry about money or think much about money, until now. If you live in a squat and if 
you are as cheap as I am, you can live with a very very low budget and not many worries. Not anymore, but so far it’s worth 
it.
K: I’m studying distance courses in biology while we are sailing and receive some benefits because of that. The biggest differ-
ence for us with the boat is that we actually have to pay for the food, we are not located in countries where food is something 
abundant anymore, making it harder to dumpster dive. In the Canary Islands, we could still do it and the possibility of shop-
lifting was bigger, but since then we stock up on cans and rice on the cheaper islands. The boat is a vegan zone and we try to 
buy the cheapest fruits and vegetables and adjust to the place and the customs to the island we’re on. Normally local fruit 
that you maybe never tried before is much cheaper than the apple that they brought in from the other side of the continent. 
This way is better both for our wallet and the environment.
Except for that, Florina is like a baby that needs constant care, so there is always a long never-ending list of things that we 
need to buy or get for the boat.

Tell us about your boat.

Florina is a Boström 31, also called b31, from 1977; a small family sloop made in Sweden. She is made of plastic, strong and 
good for ocean sailing. The first sailboat the Boström brothers designed was not so good, but with this one they won some 
regattas so at the end it was kind of popular in Scandinavia. Mainly because it was very resistant, fast, cheap, and you could 
costume the inside in the way your budget allowed you. There is even a kind of club in Sweden. We’ve actually met quite a 
few Scandinavians in the Caribbean that told us that they used to have a b31 back in the day. We are probably using the same 
sails as the first owner. The living area is not the best for two people living full time on the boat because it’s not so wide. The 
engine is from the 1977 as well, so no more spare parts and most of the time there is something wrong with it, but it still 
works most of the time. We got an old atoms wind pilot that we named Amy which is the real sailor for long distances. The 
transmission from the vane to the rudder is homemade and still needs to be improved, but even though it sometime gets lost 
it works... more or less ok. On board we have a solar panel that charges our two practically dead batteries of 100 amperes 
each, but we mainly use the electricity for the VHF radio and the navigation lights when sailing by night.

Have you met many like-minded people at sea?

K: I think that we don’t really have very good social skills but it is probably true that we meet a bigger variety of people than 
we would meet in our squatter movement scene in Barcelona. And for sure that can be interesting, but unfortunately we still 
haven’t had the chance to meet too many people with a similar world picture as ours. For sure you can interact and inter-
change even with people very different from you. The most obvious thing that gets a bit tiring is the constant male domi-
nance. The gender roles on most sailing boats look like something taken from the time when my grandmother grew up.



Have you found a sense of community while at sea? What are you looking for in that?

In Puerto Colom we felt that we were part of a small community, but so far we haven’t found it in any other place. Probably 
it was easier to develop something there because the people who live there are not moving around. Since then, we have never 
stayed in the same place for too long and over here in the Caribbean there is more of a vacation feeling among most people.
Although our experience in the Caribbean is that there is a big sense of community amongst the cruisers, what we have seen 
so far we don’t feel is our community. It is mostly going around the happy hours in the cruiser bars and is divided into which 
country you’re from. Since we have a Dutch flag a lot of the time people come up to the boat to speak Dutch with us, just 
to realize that we don’t understand a word of what they are saying and when we start to speak with them in English most of 
them disappear quickly. We have met individuals with whom we have more in common with and some of the people are nice 
and will help each other out if they need anything, but in most cases we feel that we don’t have much more in common than 
the fact that we all live on boats.

In future we hope to meet more like minded people on the sea and if you are anywhere around where the wind might take us 
we would love to get in touch. Just drop a line to florinasailing(a)gmail.com        


